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The Magnificent Module provides maxi-
mum flexibility and modularity.  Individual 
4’x4’ and 4’x2’ panels clip together to cre-
ate a variety of columns or walls. 

The panels are translucent plastic on black 
steel frames.  Lit from behind with LEDs or 
other fixtures, they provide an infinite vari-
ety of eye-catching looks. In fact, the set 
can be rear-projected for super dynamism!  

Use printed panels to brand your event, or 
showcase sponsor logos. 

Sets up in a few hours with a small crew 
and comes down even faster.  Ships in road 
cases, making it economical anywhere. 

Completely scaleable for any ballroom, 
trade show floor, party tent--you name it! 

 

The Magnificent Module
Rental Stage Set 

The Column 
add even more 
visual interest 

Backlight-able with silver 
detail 

Half-round @ 30” diameter 

Stackable 48” and 24” seg-
ments to create any height 

Add punch to the Magnifi-
cent Module, or use stand-
alone onstage or around the 
room. 

Make your stage your own 



The Magnificent Module
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“The Planks” wooden backdrop brings a modern 
sensibility to a timeless material to create a wel-
coming environment. 

Highly modular, each panel is 4 feet wide and 
variable in height up to 20’. The panels can hang 
from truss or free-stand on YWW’s “Jack of all 
Trades” scenery supports. 

Add signage, projection surfaces, even video 
screens. Build your event branding or sponsor 
logos right into the set! 

Use alone, or combine with “The Magnificent 
Module” or any other scenic components for an 
infinite variety of looks.  

“The Planks” set up in a few hours with a small 
crew and come down even quicker.  The panels 
fold for shipping, making transport very economi-
cal.  

Completely scaleable for any ballroom, trade 
show floor, party tent--you name it! 

 

The Planks 
Rental Stage Set 

express warmth and elegance 
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Lightweight and modular, “The Hex” can hang 
from truss, free-stand on YWW’s “Jack of all Trades” 
scenery supports, or attach to pipe and drape 
hardware. Height is fully adjustable. 

LED uplight creates dynamic color. Layer drape 
behind the panels for even more options.  

Brand your set: The standard grey Hexes can be 
swapped for custom colors, other materials or 
printed panels. 

Use alone, or combine with other scenic compo-
nents from YWW for an infinite variety of looks.  

“The Hex” sets up quickly with a small crew.  Us-
ing local support hardware, the set can ship via 
UPS. 

Completely scaleable for any ballroom, trade show 
floor, party tent--you name it!

The Hex 
Rental Stage Set 

It’s the bee’s knees!
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Layered aluminum frames evoke the 
Rockies in a modern, elegant moun-
tain stage set design. Individually free-
standing, The Peaks are modular to fit 
any stage and budget. 

Sparkling in uplight, our mountain 
range can play in front of drape, a cyc, 
or alone in a room. Use alone, or 
combine with other scenic compo-
nents from YWW for an infinite variety 
of looks. 

Brand your set: hang 3D logos or 
stretch printed fabric on the Peaks to 
create a photo backdrop destined for 
social media. 

The Peaks travel light and set up 
quickly, enabling you to get More 
Scenery for your budget. 

rugged sophistication

The Peaks 
Rental Stage Set 
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Textured aluminum fabric sparkles with LED or 
conventional lighting. Colors interplay on the 
texture of the panels, creating a fascinating or-
ganic look. Layer “The Mesh” to create even 
more depth. 

“The Mesh” is highly modular. Each panel is 48” 
wide and variable in height up to 24’. Panels can 
hang from truss, pipe-and-base, or free-stand on 
YWW’s “Jack of all Trades” scenery supports. 

The grandness of scale creates a strong impact in 
a large room, while the texture detail maintains 
visual interest close-up in video and photography. 

Use alone, or combine with “The Magnificent 
Module” or any other scenic components for an 
infinite variety of looks. 

Integrate banners to let your set support your 
brand or recognize sponsors. 

“The Mesh” sets up in a few hours with a small 
crew and comes down even quicker.  The panels 
roll for shipping, making transport very economi-
cal.  

Completely scaleable for any ballroom, trade 
show floor, party tent--you name it! 

 

The Mesh 
Rental Stage Set 

Create stunning depth 
and color
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Freestanding foam board panels combine to create 
sweeping lines on a grand scale. With conventional or 
LED uplighting, the possibilities of color and movement 
are endless. 

“The White Board” is perfect for projection mapping. 
Display motion graphics, sponsor logos, product images, 
or any form of eye candy to add incredible flash and 
captivate your audience. 

Panels can be custom-printed for additional options in 
design and branding. 

Modular design allows “The White Board” to work in 
any room, in any configuration. Use 2’ and 4’ wide pan-
els in any heights to make an elegant composition. Pan-
els can hang from truss or pipe-and-drape, or free-stand 
on  YWW’s “Jack of all Trades” scenery supports. 

Use alone, or combine with any other YWW scenic 
components for an infinite variety of looks. 

“The White Board” sets up quickly and transports small. 
Spend your budget on scenery rather than trucking and 
labor.

The White Board 
Rental Stage Set 

project sweeping grandeur 
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A 3D “space frame” truss creates an 
angular texture and bold highlight on 
your stage. 

More modular than lighting truss, The 
Space System Truss builds into endless 
stylish designs. Optional acrylic and 
fabric panels add even more possibili-
ty. 

Brand your set: add custom printed 
panels or use the Space System to 
support large scale graphics. 

The Space System Truss packs effi-
ciently to keep shipping costs low na-
tion-wide. 

Completely scaleable for any ball-
room, trade show floor, party tent--
you name it!

The Space System Truss 
Rental Stage Set 

A giant leap for scenic design
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Gently curved frames with frosted 
acrylic panels create elegant lines 
and dramatic lighting opportunities. 

Brand your set: any panels can be 
swapped for custom colors, other 
materials or printed panels. 

Use alone, or combine with other 
scenic components from YWW to 
make a look that’s unique to your 
event.  

CyTowers pack efficiently to keep 
shipping costs low nation-wide. 

Completely scaleable for any ball-
room, trade show floor, party tent--
you name it!

The CyTower 
Rental Stage Set 

express elegance
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A tinkerer’s toolkit of aluminum framing 
parts allows endless flexibility in creating 
stretched-fabric set pieces.  

Wide-width material on a modular frame 
makes large, seamless surfaces easy to 
transport and assemble in any venue. Cus-
tom printing creates branding and design 
opportunities on a grand scale. 

Rigged or ground-supported, The Erector 
can make an elegant borderless front-pro-
jection screen of nearly any dimension. 

By adding a few custom parts to our stock 
system, there is virtually no limit on what 
we can create. 

Build Freely

The Erector 
Rental Stage Set 


